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The global economic
picture brightens

Across the globe, momentum builds
Most economies are growing, but market levels suggest it may be time to rebalance

“The world has shifted and
today global growth is in
ascendance. But with that
comes higher valuations,
especially in the United
States. In my portfolios,
+COƂPFKPIKVGCUKGTVQ
identify attractively valued
companies abroad.”
STEVE WATSON
PORTFOLIO MANAGER

The U.S. and emerging economies, with growth accelerating, are standouts in an improving landscape
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SOURCES :

International Monetary Fund,
World Economic Outlook Database, April
2017; MSCI; RIMES; Thomson Reuters.
)&2ƂIWTGUCTGGUVKOCVGU/CTMGV
capitalization ranges represent each
region’s percentage of the total market
capitalization for the MSCI All Country
World Index for the 20 years ended 5/31/17.

(QTVJGƂTUVVKOGKP[GCTUVJGYQTNFoU
major economies all appear to be on
the road to recovery. Heading into the
second half of the year, clarity is improving on many fronts. But questions
remain: Can U.S. markets sustain their
YKPPKPIUVTGCM!9KNN'WTQRGƂPCNN[VWTP
the corner? What will rising rates mean
for investors? And will politics upend
everything?

Nowhere is economic momentum
more evident than in the U.S., where the
GEQPQO[KUƂTKPIQPOQTGE[NKPFGTU
Since the end of the Great Recession,
the U.S. recovery was largely driven by
a resilient consumer. But more recently,
manufacturing has turned around. This
should be supportive of equity markets
barring any unexpected shocks or
policy missteps.

That said, a look at the world’s market
capitalization levels shows the U.S., at
53%, nearing the top of its historical
range while overseas markets are near
lows. Europe appears to have turned a
corner and is poised to play catch-up.
With China stabilizing, emerging markets
are roaring ahead and appear to have
more room to run. Given the relatively
wide chasm in valuation between U.S.
and international stocks, it may be time
to rebalance portfolios toward markets
outside the U.S.

Investments are not FDIC-insured, nor are they deposits of or guaranteed by a bank or any other entity, so they may lose value.
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Past results are not predictive of results in future periods.

6JG75KUƂTKPIQPOQTGE[NKPFGTU
Rebounding earnings and manufacturing activity point to higher octane expansion

“I start by looking for
businesses with robust top-line
growth. Today this includes
companies focused on
cloud computing and online
retailing. Valuations for many
of these companies have
gotten stretched. But I can
get comfortable investing in
them if I have multiple years
of visibility into the business
model and can determine the
robust growth is sustainable.”
ALAN WILSON
PORTFOLIO MANAGER

SOURCES :

Bureau of Economic Analysis,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, FactSet,
International Monetary Fund, Thomson
Reuters. GDP is the actual 2016 and
estimated 2017 GDP growth, as reported
by the IMF. Earnings growth is yearover-year S&P 500 earnings growth
in 1Q16 and 1Q17, as reported by
FactSet. Retail sales is year-over-year
change on 4/30/16 and 4/30/17. Capital
expenditure growth is the year-overyear growth of U.S. manufacturing nondefense shipments, excluding aircrafts,
on 4/30/16 and 4/30/17. Manufacturing
PMI is the manufacturing component of
the 5/31/16 and 5/31/17 PMI reports.

Built to go the distance: Manufacturing, capital spending and earnings are all strengthening
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Revved up: The American economy
has found a new gear. For more than
seven years the recovery proceeded at
a lackluster pace, propped up mainly
by a resilient consumer. More recently,
business- and industrial-focused areas
have provided positive momentum to
the overall growth picture.
The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI),
a measure of manufacturing activity,
recently rose to 52.7, indicating expansionary conditions. In addition, corporate
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2015 and 2016, have rebounded, surgKPIOQTGVJCPKPVJGƂTUVSWCTVGT
Taken in combination with strengthening wage growth and retail sales, these
conditions point to accelerating growth
in the second half.
On the policy front, easing regulations,
combined with prospective tax reform,
could provide a further boost to growth.
6JCVUCKFRQNKE[TGOCKPUƃWKFCPFCP[
missteps with regard to trade policy
could have an adverse impact on the
overall economy.

50.7
MANUFACTURING
ACTIVITY (PMI)

With valuations stretched in many
areas, look for companies with a
proven record of generating top-line
ITQYVJUWEJCUƂTOUVJCVUWRRQTV
cloud computing. For example,
Microsoft has achieved solid growth
from its Azure cloud computing
business and Amazon remains a
leading provider of cloud services to
businesses. Semiconductor-maker Intel
is a leader in the design and development of equipment that runs data centers on which cloud computing relies.
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The U.S. expansion is old ... but age is just a number
A low growth rate and lack of clear imbalances indicate the recovery still has fuel in the tank

“Right now everything seems to
be pointing up in the U.S. Some
parts of the economy may feel
late in the cycle, but many
others — like housing and hourly
wages — do not. We don’t
have the excesses you would
normally see at the end of an
economic cycle. That is why I
think this will go on longer than
a lot of people think.”

6JGEWTTGPVITQYVJE[ENGKUNQPIGTVJCPCXGTCIGDWVVJGITQYVJTCVGJCUDGGPNQYGTVJCPCXGTCIG
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SOURCES :

National Bureau of
Economic Research, U.S. Bureau
of Economic Analysis. Expansion
duration uses monthly data through
5/31/17, as reported by NBER.
Cumulative GDP Growth uses
quarterly data through 3/31/17.
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It’s indisputable. The current growth
cycle has been around for a long time, a
fact that has raised questions about how
much longer it can continue.

generally are the result of a buildup of
imbalances in the economy, such as high
KPƃCVKQPCDWKNFWRKPKPXGPVQT[QTC
stock or housing bubble.

Since World War II, the average U.S. expansion has lasted 64 months, producing 24% cumulative GDP growth. At 95
months, the current expansion is longer
than average. But its 17% cumulative
GDP growth rate is lower than average.
Three growth cycles have spanned at
least 90 months and have been stronger.

There are no obvious imbalances in the
economy today, and given the relatively
modest pace of growth thus far in the
cycle, it could take some time for any to
build up.

But history has shown that expansions
don’t just die of old age. Recessions
3 · OUTLOOK MIDYEAR 2017
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To be sure, unexpected policy shifts,
such as unfavorable trade negotiations,
or external shocks could still trigger
a recession.
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With household balance sheets
healthy and corporate interest
expenses relatively low, conditions
appear supportive of credit growth.
Rising interest rates, along with the
prospect of a less restrictive regulatory environment, could help boost
RTQƂVOCTIKPUHQTDCPMU4GIKQPCN
bank PNC Financial Services and
conglomerates JPMorgan Chase and
Wells Fargo are examples of companies that have strong credit card and
commercial banking divisions.
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/CPWHCEVWTKPICU[PEJTQPK\GFINQDCNTGEQXGT[
After a lengthy slump, factory output around the world is ramping up

“The global economy is doing
well and investor sentiment
is improving, which is quite a
departure from last year when
everyone was worried about
China, Brexit and negative interest rates. It’s not just the U.S.
anymore, it’s Japan, Europe
and a number of emerging
markets where we are seeing
better economic growth, rising
consumer spending and signs
QHJKIJGTKPƃCVKQPq
LISA THOMPSON

+PFWUVTKCNUVTGPIVJTGEQXGT[5WTXG[RQKPVUVQGZRCPFKPIOCPWHCEVWTKPICEVKXKV[CNNQXGTVJGYQTNF
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SOURCE :

FactSet as of 5/31/17. The
Purchasing Managers’ Index is an
indication of whether business
conditions for a number of variables
in the manufacturing sector have
improved, deteriorated or stayed
the same compared to the previous
month. An index reading above
50 indicates an expansion in
manufacturing, whereas a reading
below 50 indicates a contraction.

UNITED STATES

Once the missing link in the global
recovery story, the industrial sector has
bounced back this year, powered by improvements in the U.S., Germany, France,
the U.K. and China. Increasing demand
and a gradually weakening dollar have
acted as tailwinds for global manufacturing activity, while consumer spending
has remained strong in many regions.
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Threats to world trade and geopolitical
stability are showing signs of diminishing.
6JCVVTGPFYCUGZGORNKƂGFD[(TCPEGoU
presidential election, which could prove
to be a turning point in the European
recovery story. French voters’ overwhelming rejection of populist, anti-EU
candidates bodes well for European
unity and could mark a key moment in
time in Europe’s ongoing recovery.

FRANCE

UNITED KINGDOM

The improving macroeconomic
environment should support growth
for manufacturing companies across
a range of industries. For example,
Murata Manufacturing, a Japanese
maker of electronic components,
UVCPFUVQDGPGƂVHTQOTKUKPIFGOCPF
for smartphones with faster data
speeds. And European commercial
aircraftmaker Airbus will likely see
greater demand for its planes as airtravel volumes improve.
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International investing with an American accent
Exposure to the U.S. economy has boosted returns for many non-U.S. companies

“Fading political uncertainty in
continental Europe has enabled
investors to concentrate on
what’s important: the underlying
fundamentals. Companies
in the euro zone are seeing
CUKIPKƂECPVKORTQXGOGPVKP
GCTPKPIUITQYVJYJKEJTGƃGEVU
a stronger macroeconomic
environment. After a protracted
period of underperformance,
there is scope for further relative
gains in euro-zone stocks.”

The divergence in returns shows that investing in companies is not the same as investing in economies
40% Cumulative relative return of non-U.S. companies vs. MSCI ACWI
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SOURCES :

Capital Group, FactSet, MSCI. Data
represents cumulative relative returns of
each category of non-U.S. companies to the
MSCI ACWI since 12/31/07. “U.S.-oriented”
includes all companies that generate over
40% of their revenues in the U.S. “NonU.S.-oriented” includes all companies that
generate less than 40% of their revenues in
the U.S. Non-U.S. companies also exclude
Canada. Returns are in USD as of 5/31/17.
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Smart companies go where the growth
is. Nowhere is this more evident than in
Europe, where a number of agile global
businesses have shifted their focus to the
American consumer. Since 2008, shares
QHPQP75EQORCPKGUYKVJUKIPKƂECPV
exposure to the U.S. economy have
done notably well. Challenges remain in
Europe and Japan, but select companies
may get a further lift as growth forecasts
in both regions improve and consumer
spending and manufacturing activity
picks up.
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Amid these signs of better economic
growth and diminished political instability, there are a number of other reasons
why international equities look more
attractive. A gradually weakening U.S.
dollar is helping to boost international
investment returns for dollar-based
investors. In addition, European equity
valuations are appealing, particularly in
relation to U.S. stocks, which have outpaced their European counterparts for
more than eight years.
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A number of leading companies
abroad have managed to succeed
QPCINQDCNDCUKUFGURKVGFKHƂEWNVKGU
in their home market. Examples of
large international companies that
have outpaced the global equity
market since 2008 include Swiss
foodmaker Nestlé, pharmaceutical companies Novartis and Roche,
Japanese automaker Toyota, British
American Tobacco and AnheuserBusch InBev.

#HVGTUQNKFTGDQWPFVJGTGOC[DGTQQOVQTWPKP'/
Valuations appear relatively attractive amid earnings turnaround and reform drive

“The country I am most
excited about is India, where
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi is driving through
numerous reforms, supporting
technological innovations,
tackling black money and
introducing deep anticorruption
efforts. Recent success for his
party in India’s state elections
demonstrates broad support for
reform and that is encouraging.”

'OGTIKPIOCTMGVUJCXGUQCTGFUKPEG,CPWCT[DWVXCNWCVKQPUTGOCKPTGNCVKXGN[CVVTCEVKXG
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FactSet; International
Monetary Fund, World Economic
Outlook Database, April 2017; MSCI;
RIMES. Relative Valuation compares
the forward 12-month price-earnings
ratio of the MSCI World and MSCI
Emerging Markets indexes as of 5/31/17.
Estimated EPS Growth is as of 5/14/17.
Total Return is from 1/21/16–5/31/17.
GDP Growth is the estimated 2017
GDP Growth, as reported by the IMF.
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Emerging market equities have surged
50% since a trough in early 2016, supported by a sustained stimulus program
in China, demand for a range of commodities and a more stable U.S. dollar. But after such a strong run, has EM
reached a peak?
Don’t count on it. Even after the recent
rally, EM has only averaged a 4.5% return
QXGTVJGNCUVƂXG[GCTUEQORCTGFVQ
15.4% in the U.S. Overall valuations also
remain attractive compared to developed markets. For instance, Brazil and
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China look like relative bargains, trading
for less than 13 times projected earnings
over the next year.
%QTRQTCVGRTQƂVUCTGRKEMKPIWRVQQCPF
historically that’s been good for share
prices. In aggregate, earnings for companies in emerging markets are estimated to increase 21% in 2017 — the best
growth since 2010 if achieved. Strong
earnings are expected from the technology sector, while companies domiciled
in India, China and Brazil are projected
to see stable growth through 2018 following several uneven years.

2014
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2016

5/31/2017

What companies could thrive in
this environment? Some examples
include Tencent and Alibaba, innovative Chinese internet service providGTUDGPGƂVKPIHTQOTCRKFITQYVJKP
mobile commerce; Samsung, Taiwan
Semiconductor and Hon Hai Precision, Asian electronics-component
manufacturers boosted by increased
content in mobile devices; and
privately run Indian banks HDFC and
Kotak Mahindra, which may be aided
by the country’s pace of growth.
OUTLOOK MIDYEAR 2017 · 6

+PGOGTIKPIOCTMGVUFKXKFGPFUCTGITQYKPIKPKORQTVCPEG
Relatively low payout ratios leave room for further potential dividend growth

“Dividend income is every bit
as important to long-term
returns in emerging markets
as it is in developed countries.
Over the years, we have
found that emerging market
companies that pay dividends
quite often turn out to be
superior investments. As these
companies mature, we expect
dividends to play a more
prominent role in total returns.”

&KXKFGPFUCTGDGEQOKPICPKPETGCUKPIN[CFFKVKXGEQORQPGPVQHVQVCNTGVWTPHQTGOGTIKPIOCTMGVUUVQEMU
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SHAW WAGENER
PORTFOLIO MANAGER

SOURCES :

MSCI, RIMES as of 5/31/17.
Annualized dividend growth is
from 12/31/03 to 5/31/17.
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Payout Ratio

When considering reasons to invest in
emerging markets, dividends may not
be near the top of the list — but perhaps
they should be. Since 2003, emerging
markets have grown dividends by an
average of 7.6% per year, faster than in
developed non-U.S. markets and comparable to the U.S. But unlike the U.S.
and other developed markets, emerging
markets payout ratios are relatively low,
so there may be more room for growth
CUGCTPKPIUTKUGCPFECUJƃQYUKORTQXG

The reasons for investing in dividendpaying companies in emerging markets
mirror those for developed markets:
Dividends can be an indicator of effective corporate governance and point to
the presence of a successful management team focused on the best interests
of shareholders. They also imply that
CEQORCP[KUEQPƂFGPVKPKVUDCNCPEG
sheet as well as in its expectation to
ITQYGCTPKPIUCPFECUJƃQYUVQUWRRQTV
future payments.

Got dividends? When seeking income potential, long-term investors
should cast a wider net outside of
the U.S. and focus on companies with
reputations as dividend payers. The
range of dividend payers in developing markets is broad. For example,
Taiwan Semiconductor and African
grocer Shoprite Holdings both have
consistently increased their dividend
payouts over the years.

Don’t bail on bonds in a rising rate environment
Yes, U.S. rates have risen, but they should remain relatively low

“Three-year Treasury yields
have doubled over the past
year, and the 10-year yield is up
half a percentage point since
the election. These rising rates
TGƃGEVKORTQXKPIGEQPQOKE
expectations. While policy
changes may justify some
optimism, growth should remain
fairly slow. This view, coupled
with relatively less attractive
yields in other developed
markets, should keep any
increase in U.S. yields somewhat in check.”
DAVID HOAG
PORTFOLIO MANAGER

SOURCE :

Thomson Reuters. As of 5/31/17.
Table calculations assume 5-year duration
bonds, which would incur 5% capital
losses for every 1% that rates rise.

5QYJCVFQ[QWUVCPFVQNQUG
when rates rise?

'ZVGTPCNHCEVQTURQKPVVQITCFWCNN[TKUKPITCVGUKPVJG75
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6JG(GFGTCN4GUGTXGƂPCNN[CRRGCTUVQ
be following through with its effort to
move short-term rates higher. Policy
expectations coming out of U.S. election
results paired with improving economies
overseas have helped brighten growth
expectations, which have also helped to
push yields higher.
Despite this backdrop, rates face an
uphill battle. Policy changes may turn out
more modest than the market’s best-case
scenario and take longer to materialize.
The Fed also remains very cautious in its

2014
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2016

tightening, as a sharp global shock
could knock it off of its planned path.
Add in continued robust demand from
global and domestic investors for bonds,
and yields may remain in a relatively
low range.
However, even if rates do rise more than
these factors suggest, as long as they
rise gradually bond funds could absorb
associated price declines. And an offset
from higher yields can help to prevent
NQUUGUKPƂZGFKPEQOG

From a global standpoint, U.S. bond
yields look very attractive. Although
the negative rates experiment may
be over, yields in other developed
countries remain much lower than
what can be found in the U.S. market.
Bond math shows that as rates
rise gradually, additional interest
income could more than cover
associated price declines to keep
total return positive.

OUTLOOK MIDYEAR 2017 · 8

/WPKU*GCNVJ[RTQIPQUKUHQTJQURKVCNDQPFUCPFDG[QPF
.QQMVJTQWIJPGCTVGTOWPEGTVCKPV[VQƂPFEQORGNNKPIKPEQOGRQVGPVKCN

“Research allows us to be
selective. Fiscal distress can
create good opportunities to
KPXGUVKPRTQLGEVUCPFPQPRTQƂV
organizations without taking
governmental repayment risk.
In states and municipalities, as
well as territories like Puerto
Rico, we have often found
relative value by investing
CTQWPFURGEKƂEVTQWDNGURQVUq
KARL ZEILE
PORTFOLIO MANAGER

0QVHQTRTQƂVJQURKVCNUQHHGTTGNCVKXGXCNWGQRRQTVWPKVKGUCOKFCYCXGQHEQPUQNKFCVKQP

Despite the rise of health care
megasystems, there are

Taxable-Equivalent Yields (for the 12 months ended 5/31/17)
HOSPITAL BONDS
MUNICIPAL BOND MARKET EX-HOSPITALS

>3,900

outstanding hospital bonds.
Yield advantage offered by hospital bonds has
widened amid health care policy uncertainty

4.65%
3.87%

3.21%

3.69%

Typically, those
h
b
bonds
d carry an
A RATING
and offer an after-tax yield

>5%
MAY 2016

SOURCE:

Bloomberg Index Services Ltd. Taxableequivalent yields are as of 5/31/16 and 5/31/17.
Income from municipal bonds may be subject to state or local
income taxes and/or the federal alternative minimum tax.
Certain other income, as well as capital gain distributions, may
be taxable. Methodology for calculation of taxable-equivalent
yield: Based on 2016 federal tax rates. For the year 2016, there
will be an Unearned Income Medicare Contribution Tax of 3.8%
that applies to net investment income for taxpayers whose
OQFKƂGFCFLWUVGFITQUUKPEQOGGZEGGFU HQTUKPING
ƂNGTU CPF HQTOCTTKGFƂNKPILQKPVN[ 6JWUVCZRC[GTU
in the highest tax bracket will face a combined 43.4% marginal
tax rate on their investment income. The federal rates do not
include an adjustment for the loss of personal exemptions and
the phase-out of itemized deductions that are applicable to
certain taxable income levels. Index proxies for muni market
is Bloomberg Barclays Municipal Bond Index. The indexes are
unmanaged and, therefore, have no expenses. Investors
cannot invest directly in indexes.
9 · OUTLOOK MIDYEAR 2017

Puerto Rico. Higher interest rates. Health
care and tax reform proposals. These are
a few of the reasons behind some commentators’ predictions of muni market
mayhem in 2017. So far, so wrong. Broad
returns have been solid and, for the
most part, the market has digested these
developments with barely a hiccup. That
said, municipal bond yields do remain
above average 2016 levels and relative
value has emerged in various revenue
bond sectors.

MAY 2017

Revenue bonds — such as those linked
to hospitals, schools or toll roads —
account for more than two-thirds of the
investable universe. For this type of muni
bond, the credit fundamentals of the
corporate or nongovernmental issuer
are what really matters. Furthermore,
XQNCVKNKV[EGPVGTGFQPURGEKƂEKUUWGTU
such as Puerto Rico, or broader factors
like a Fed rate hike, can have a silver
lining — creating attractive entry points
for selective investors.

For income-seeking investors, munis
remain hard to ignore. Investors
comfortable with more volatility
should consider high-yield munis as
they’ve tended to be less correlated to stocks than taxable bonds
— making them a great source of
FKXGTUKƂECVKQPCPFKPEQOGRQVGPtial (taxable-equivalent yields have
been over 10% in 2017).

Portfolio implementation
Capital Group has developed 13 model portfolios that pursue a wide variety of investment goals. These portfolios offer
exposure to many of the themes and takeaways outlined here. Each portfolio, built with several of the American Funds,
is conceived and managed according to the following principles:
• Objective-based strategies designed to pursue concrete outcomes like appreciation, income and preservation.
• #ƃGZKDNGDQVVQOWRCRRTQCEJVQCUUGVCNNQECVKQP

1DLGEVKXG$CUGF2QTVHQNKQU

/QFGN2QTVHQNKQUHQT'XGT[+PXGUVQT

With the American Funds as their building blocks, these portfolios
VCMGCƃGZKDNGTKUMUGPUKVKXGCRRTQCEJVQETWEKCNKPXGUVQTIQCNU

Here are three model portfolios for investors to consider
depending on their time horizon and risk tolerance.
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RETIREMENT
INCOME —
CONSERVATIVE*
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4%
6%
27%
49%

14%
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As of 3/31/17.
*Holdings are weighted averages of each model portfolio’s underlying
funds. The underlying funds are managed, so holdings will change. Cash
and equivalents includes short-term securities, accrued income and
other assets less liabilities.
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Q Non-U.S. equities
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Underlying Fund Allocation (F-2 Ticker)
QGrowth
QGrowth and Income
QEquity Income
QBalanced
QBond
QTax-Exempt Bond
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/KF[GCT1WVNQQM)NQDCN'EQPQOKE2KEVWTG$TKIJVGPU
Global/International

Emerging Markets

Municipal Bonds

Taxable Bonds

• Equity valuations remain stretched
• Possibility of inflation picking up
• 4KUMQHGZVGTPCNUJQEMUUWEJCU

• Persistently high unemployment
• Soaring government debt levels
• Potential for disruption from any

• Uncertainty over global trade

• Tax-policy changes may disrupt balance

• Fed tightening is now well under way,

agreements
• Geopolitical risk, particularly as a result
of strife in Syria, Korea and Brazil
• .CEMQHENCTKV[QXGTFKTGEVKQPQH%JKPC
policy beyond October central
planning meeting

of supply and demand
• #DTWRVTKUGKP6TGCUWT[[KGNFUEQWNF
trigger volatility
• Pension liabilities weigh on state,
local governments

slowdown in China

Tailwinds

• The industrial sector is recovering, in
•
•
•
•

some cases robustly
Corporate profits have picked up
Inventories are at healthy levels
Consumer balance sheets are healthy
Housing cycle still going strong

unforeseen external shock

• #VVTCEVKXGXCNWCVKQPUTGNCVKXGVQVJG75 • Ongoing China stimulus
• Surprisingly upbeat growth, particularly • Stable commodity prices
in Europe
• Easing of U.S. dollar strength
• With election of Macron in France,
• Improving current account balances
political risk receding
• Broadly positive global growth picture
• U.S. dollar headwind has eased

• .QYGTHQTNQPIGTUEGPCTKQUVKNN

supportive of bond prices
• Yield advantage prized by U.S.,
international investors
• Volatility could create attractive
entry points

with more action likely later this year
• Bonds could struggle as investors show

preference for equities
• #TKUGKPINQDCN[KGNFUEQWNFKORCEV

U.S. bonds

• #UVGCF[ITCFWCNTKUGKP[KGNFUEQWNF

boost demand for bonds
• Companies appear well positioned

to refinance or deleverage as the
economy strengthens
• Emerging markets appear stable

Key
takeaways

6JG75KUƂTKPIQPOQTGE[NKPFGTUDWV
with valuations stretched in many areas
of the market, selective investing is critical.

The European economy has turned a
corner and equity valuations remain
relatively attractive.

#PWODGTQHGOGTIKPIOCTMGVUJCXG
roared back to life since early last year, but
company valuations and earnings growth
suggest there may be room to run.

&KXGTUGCPFCVVTCEVKXG[KGNFQRRQTVWPKVKGU
remain, though return potential may
moderate and volatility could rise.

4CVGUCTGENGCTN[TKUKPICNDGKVCVCUNQY
pace, and bonds continue to play an
important risk-dampening role in
portfolios.

Investments
to consider

The Investment Company of America®
#s#+85:%s#+%%:(s+%#(:
4s4+%%:4s4+%):

Capital Income Builder®
#s%#+$:%s%+$%:(s%#+(:
4s4+4%:4s4+4):

New World Fund®
#s0'9(:%s0'9%:(s0(((:
4s409%:4s409):

American High-Income Municipal
Bond Fund®
#s#/*+:%s#*+%:(s#*/(:

The Bond Fund of America®
#s#$0&:%s$(#%:(s#$0(:
4s4$(%:4s4$():

The Growth Fund of America®
#s#)6*:%s)(#%:(s)(((:
4s4)#%:4s4)#):

'WTQ2CEKƂE)TQYVJ(WPF
#s#'2):%s#'2%:(s#'2(:
4s4'4%:4s4'4):

The Tax-Exempt Bond Fund of
America®
#s#(6':%s6'$%:(s6'#(:

American Mutual Fund®
#s#/4/:%s#/(%:(s#/4(:
4s4/(%:4s4/():

New Perspective Fund®
#s#092:%s02(%:(s#09(:
4s402%:4s402):

American Funds Emerging Markets
Bond Fund®
#s'$0#:%s'$0%:(s'$0(:
4s4')%:4s4')):

Ticker
symbols

American Balanced Fund®
#s#$#.:%s$#.%:(s#/$(:
4s4.$%:4s4.$):

American Funds Strategic
Bond FundSM
#s#0$#:%s#0$%:(s#0$(:
4s4#0%:4s4#0):

+PCFFKVKQPVQVJGCDQXGHWPFUYGCNUQQHHGT#OGTKECP(WPFUOQFGNRQTVHQNKQUCPFCPWODGTQH5GRCTCVGN[/CPCIGF#EEQWPVUVTCVGIKGUKPENWFKPIVJGCapital Group International Equity SMA, Global Equity SMA and
World Dividend Growers SMA, available through select broker-dealers.
MSCI has not approved, reviewed or produced this report, makes no express or implied warranties or representations and is not liable whatsoever for any data in the report. You may not redistribute the MSCI data or use it as a basis for other indices or investment products.
6JG52KUCRTQFWEVQH52&QY,QPGU+PFKEGU..%CPFQTKVUCHƂNKCVGUCPFJCUDGGPNKEGPUGFHQTWUGD[%CRKVCN)TQWR%QR[TKIJV 52&QY,QPGU+PFKEGU..%CFKXKUKQPQH52)NQDCNCPFQTKVUCHƂNKCVGU#NNTKIJVUTGUGTXGF4GFKUVTKDWVKQPQTTGRTQFWEVKQPKP
YJQNGQTKPRCTVCTGRTQJKDKVGFYKVJQWVYTKVVGPRGTOKUUKQPQH52&QY,QPGU+PFKEGU..%
$NQQODGTIKUCVTCFGOCTMQH$NQQODGTI(KPCPEG.2 EQNNGEVKXGN[YKVJKVUCHƂNKCVGUp$NQQODGTIq $CTENC[UKUCVTCFGOCTMQH$CTENC[U$CPM2NE EQNNGEVKXGN[YKVJKVUCHƂNKCVGUp$CTENC[Uq WUGFWPFGTNKEGPUG0GKVJGT$NQQODGTIPQT$CTENC[UCRRTQXGUQTGPFQTUGUVJKU
material, guarantees the accuracy or completeness of any information herein and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, neither shall have any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith.

Investors should carefully consider investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This and other important information is contained in the fund prospectuses and summary prospectuses, which can be obtained
HTQOCƂPCPEKCNRTQHGUUKQPCNCPFUJQWNFDGTGCFECTGHWNN[DGHQTGKPXGUVKPI
+PXGUVKPIQWVUKFGVJG7PKVGF5VCVGUKPXQNXGUTKUMUUWEJCUEWTTGPE[ƃWEVWCVKQPURGTKQFUQHKNNKSWKFKV[CPFRTKEGXQNCVKNKV[CUOQTGHWNN[FGUETKDGFKPHWPFRTQURGEVWUGU6JGUGTKUMUOC[DGJGKIJVGPGFKPEQPPGEVKQPYKVJKPXGUVOGPVUKPFGXGNQRKPIEQWPVTKGU6JGTGVWTP
QHRTKPEKRCNHQTDQPFHWPFUCPFHQTHWPFUYKVJUKIPKƂECPVWPFGTN[KPIDQPFJQNFKPIUKUPQVIWCTCPVGGF(WPFUJCTGUCTGUWDLGEVVQVJGUCOGKPVGTGUVTCVGKPƃCVKQPCPFETGFKVTKUMUCUUQEKCVGFYKVJWPFGTN[KPIDQPFJQNFKPIU$QPFRTKEGUCPFCDQPFHWPFoUUJCTGRTKEG
YKNNIGPGTCNN[OQXGKPVJGQRRQUKVGFKTGEVKQPQHKPVGTGUVTCVGU(QTVCZGZGORVDQPFHWPFUKPEQOGOC[DGUWDLGEVVQUVCVGQTNQECNKPEQOGVCZGU+PEQOGOC[CNUQDGUWDLGEVVQVJGHGFGTCNCNVGTPCVKXGOKPKOWOVCZ GZEGRVHQT6JG6CZ'ZGORV$QPF(WPFQH#OGTKEC 
%GTVCKPQVJGTKPEQOGCUYGNNCUECRKVCNICKPFKUVTKDWVKQPUOC[DGVCZCDNG$QPFTCVKPIUYJKEJV[RKECNN[TCPIGHTQO####CC JKIJGUV VQ& NQYGUV CTGCUUKIPGFD[ETGFKVTCVKPICIGPEKGUUWEJCU5VCPFCTF2QQToU/QQF[oUCPFQT(KVEJCUCPKPFKECVKQPQHCPKUUWGToU
creditworthiness. Market indexes are unmanaged and, therefore, have no expenses. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The statements attributed to an individual in 2017 Midyear OutlookTGRTGUGPVVJGQRKPKQPUQHVJCVKPFKXKFWCNCUQHVJGFCVGRWDNKUJGFCPFFQPQVPGEGUUCTKN[TGƃGEVVJGQRKPKQPUQH%CRKVCN)TQWRQTKVUCHƂNKCVGU6JKUKPHQTOCVKQPKUKPVGPFGFVQJKIJNKIJVKUUWGUCPFPQVVQ
be comprehensive or to provide advice.
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